
Five  views of Enlightenment

Intro

Pali Canon

Ch'an

"Appamada Zen"

Jataka: A Family Quest

Hershock

Return from Hawaii 24/25

why we seldom talk about enlightenment in Zen

today: why we might want to

grasping

ideals

immodest polishing the tile

our secret, curative fantasy (Barry Magid)

foster wholeheartedness in practice

path of purification

Ascetic practices

Heroic solitary achievement

transcendent bliss

"No more returning to this life"

Progression of states of consciousness

culture

relationships

mutual causality/dependent co-arising

teaching method

removal of defilements

"unto death"

jnanas Hinduism

other sects

reincarnation

progressive 
self-realization union with "atman"

materialistic determinism

accidentalism

guru

homeleavers vs. householders

dharma talk

sages and disciples

solitary meditation

culture
spontaneity

"the natural"

dramatic encounter

unprecedented conduct

"true self"/no self

ordinary mind is the way: Ma tsu

beyond the many and the one

enlightenment results from
challenge and communicative crisis

collective

Taoism

Confucianism

regulated

connected

precedent rules

pragmatic

ancestor worship when lineage became important

dharma combat

koans

Appamada

contemporary Zen

culture (generally) 

awakening in meeting

waking up and growing up

curiosity

friendliness

relationality vs. relationships

mindful relationality

wisdom, clarity, curiosity, 
compassion, care

Ecological

mindful, energetic care

fragmented

work-identified

technologized

self-centered

distracted

lonely

anxious

depressed

careless

judgmental

greedy

adolescent

binaries

care for the whole world
and all of its beings

working toward harmony
and well-being of the whole

collective awakening

the marital bond

working through karma

enduring devotion

asceticism

a nexus of relationships awaken together

Buddha

Yasodara

Rahula

prevention of birth Mahayana

Sujati

the intimate act of compassion

the end of asceticism

a moment of connection

the compassionate undertaking

relief of suffering

emphasis on the Buddha's conduct
as awakened teacher

teaching as

unique

particular

not universal

Diamond Sutra

otherwise, just another
Indian sage

Compassion

Peter Hershock's wonderful books Liberating 
Intimacy and Chan Buddhism

John Strong's article "A Family Quest."

Collective

Ecodynamic care

Hui-neng's assertion that it is precisely Buddhist 
conduct/practice which is the Buddha

Encounter

Individual Attainment

Korean Zen term for sesshin translates:
tiger sitting still, ready to leap
(Peter Hershock)


